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A MODEL OF INVESTMENTS AND REGULATION IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECTOR: TOWARDS RECOMMENDATIONS David Flacher & Hugues Jennequin Paris 13 University – CEPN – CNRS UMR 7115 – France [email protected] [email protected] In this paper, we address the question of the regulation criteria that should be used in order to promote the FTTH (Fiber To The Home) development. To answer this question, we propose a model and simulate the impact of the regulation choices. The model is detailed for the case of two firms. The first one represents the operators that can (or that are willing) to invest into FTTH. The second one represents the operators that are not ready (or that do not want) to take this risk. The model, inspired from Foros (2004) and Kotakorpi (2004), is extended in order to capture two key dimensions of the investments involved in the FTTH market. First, we introduce a dynamic effect of FTTH on the consumer utility: in our two period game model, we make the assumption that consumers’ utility increase more in the second period that in the first one, reflecting the fact that investments need time to be fully efficient (the killer applications have to be found). Second, we model two types of complementary investments: incremental investments (i.e. commercial investments, horizontal differentiation…) and radical investments (i.e. news infrastructures, new services, R&D…). Our simulations show that regulating the FTTH local loop unbundling access price can be counterproductive not only from the total welfare point of view but also from the consumer surplus one. The absence of traditional unbundling regulation could thus be a better option, at least during a long enough period.
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1- Introduction After the opening to competition, in most countries, the incumbent has been submitted to price regulation of interconnection because of its significant market power (SMP). The aim of this kind of regulation was to facilitate the entry of competitors on the market. This was justified by the existence of an essential facility (the local loop), that was not replicable. However, the case of optical fiber local loop is not the same as the one of existing copper local loop for at least three reasons: firstly, the FTTH (Fiber To The Home) network is (or will be) built after the liberalization of the sector. All the operators can potentially invest in



this technique. Secondly, due to both competition and rapid technical progress, the risk is important of investing a high amount of money in FTTH. Indeed, new and cheaper techniques (and in particular new xDSL or wireless ones) could provide very close substitutes to FTTH and reduce drastically the expected rate of return of FTTH investors. Thirdly, if investing in FTTH local loop is not an obligation, the existence of those investments could stimulate not only the telecommunications sector (pushing him towards a new era) but also the whole economy due to very strong expected externalities. Therefore the regulator should not add more uncertainty in this context characterized on the one hand by high technical and demand uncertainty but also, on the other hand, by a potential boom of high broadband usages that would benefit to the whole economy. Indeed, the decisions to invest depend to some extent on the regulators’ decisions that remain quite unclear at this time in many countries. While countries like the USA, as Korea before, decided not to unbundle FTTH for a given period of time, the majority of countries did not clearly decide. Recent works have discussed this problem of dynamic efficiency in regulation. For Baake et al. [1], regulation must go beyond the SMP test, essentially based on the market shares and on a short term perspective, in order to secure operators’ investment incentives and to prevent investors from abusing from their market power together. OPTA [8] also proposes an analysis which aims at providing a framework in favor of new infrastructures characterized, in particular, by “regulatory holiday” (i.e. forbearing from regulation for a period of time). The opposition between facility-based and service based competition has also been addressed by Bourreau and Dogan [2, 3]. In their work, they explain in particular that unbundling access prices should not be too low since low prices would delay the adoption of new networks and thus facility-based competition. Building new networks could be dynamically efficient however since they incorporate many radical innovations. When looking in particular at FTTH infrastructures, what should be the right regulation criteria to be used in the telecommunications sector for the coming periods? This question is particularly important for several reasons. First, it is an economic and social stake: the long-term development of the sector has to be, at the end, favorable to its users and to the whole economy. Second, it is a theoretical stake: regulation models were mainly developed for the transition from a market dominated by the incumbent (generally a public monopoly) to a competition market. But these models take too little account of the period following this transition. Many economists consider that ex ante regulation should be replaced by ex post regulation while others consider that ex ante regulation remains necessary to take into account the specificities of the sector, the market failures but also the emergence of new types of actors. Indeed, “virtual” operators, such as Skype, have an ambiguous impact on the sector: they allow the development of new needs and of existing uses but they also enhance the problem of financing infrastructures, R&D (which is particularly important for the long-term development of the sector) and many services. How do the asymmetrical regulation influence investment patterns? What must then be the regulator’s behavior in order to guaranty the right patterns of investment? In this article, we propose a model which aims at providing regulation tools and theoretical criteria to be implemented in order to favor the right incentives to invest. The model, inspired by the ones of Foros [6] and Kotakorpi [7], relies on a game theory framework which captures



consumers’, operators’, and regulators’ behaviors, providing two key extensions. We first distinguish in an original way two types of investments: incremental investments (commercial investments, horizontal differentiation…) and radical investments (news infrastructures, new services, R&D…). We assume that these two types of investments are complementary and that the second one is necessary to provide FTTH services. Secondly, we assume that the impacts of these investments are different in the short and in the long term, in order to introduce the fact that investments need time to be really efficient. The model is composed of two types of operators: the operators which invest into FTTH infrastructures and the ones potentially interested in unbundling the FTTH local loop. The regulator is classically interested in maximizing the welfare or, in a simplistic way, in maximizing the consumer surplus over the two periods. The paper is organized as follows: we present the model in Section 2. We then provide the results of simulations and the main conclusions that can be drawn (Section 3). Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the interests, the limits and the possible extensions of this model.



2- The modelEQUATION SECTION (NEXT) The regulator and the game framework The National Regulation Authority (NRA) refers to the ex ante regulation. In this model, its role is quite simple: at “stage 0”, the NRA announces if it will regulate unbundling access price of the FTTH local loop (R) or not regulate it (NR). In the case of regulation (R), the following stages are: • Period 1 (T1): o Stage 1: the operators choose the level of their investments (that maximizes their profits); o Stage 2: the regulator choose the unbundling access price of period T1 (that maximizes the welfare at period T1); o Stage 3: the operators compete à la Cournot in order to determine the quantities to be sold at period T1; • Period 2 (T2): o Stage 4: the regulator choose the unbundling access price of period T2; o Stage 5: the operators compete à la Cournot in order to determine the quantities to be sold at period T2. In the case of no regulation (NR), the following stages are: • Period 1 (T1): o Stage 1: the operators choose the level of their investments (that maximizes their profits); o Stage 2: the operators which invest in FTTH choose the unbundling access price of period T1 (that maximizes their profits); o Stage 3: the operators compete à la Cournot in order to determine the quantities to be sold at period T1; • Period 2 (T2): o Stage 2: the operators which invest in FTTH choose the unbundling access price of period T2;



o Stage 5: the operators compete à la Cournot in order to determine the quantities to be sold at period T2. The resolution of the model in each case (R and NR) is obtained through backward induction. Thus, the regulators choose whether to unbundle or not maximizing the anticipated total welfare over the two periods: if the total welfare (i.e. consumer surplus + operators profits) is higher in the regulated case, the regulator choose to unbundle. In the other case, it will decide not to unbundle. As we argued in the introduction, total consumer surplus can also be the criterion for choosing the type of regulation. Note also that we consider that the investment only concerns the FTTH market. In order to simplify the model, we will assume that the other broadband markets (ADSL, cable, 3G) do not face any quality improvements during period T1 and T2 so that we can consider our problem ceteris paribus. Operators’ investments Our model is composed of two types of operators (OP1 and OP2), which are facing the opportunity to invest on the FTTH market. At the beginning, we assume that there is no FTTH infrastructure. We also assume that the two types of operators do not play the same “game”: the OP1 type can (and wants to) invest in the infrastructure while the OP2 type cannot (or do not want to) invest in the infrastructure but is interested in unbundling the FTTH local loop. OP1 is thus an “integrated firm” while “OP2” is not. This difference can be justified in many ways. The most convincing one is that all the operators do not have financial capacities for huge investments like FTTH ones. Other explanations rely on the risk that this kind of investments represents: technical progress and innovation are so rapid that other techniques than FTTH (especially wireless ones) could emerge and make this one too wasteful. Moreover, developing such a network needs skills that all the operators do not own. Therefore we consider that, in each country, the incumbent and the very few big competitors are of the OP1 type. The others are of the OP2 type. We also distinguish two types of investments having both complementary and substitutes effects on consumers’ utility (see below): • The investment in the infrastructure itself and in the related R&D. This investment, made by OP1, is necessary for the FTTH network to exist. Its level indicates the network extension. We call it “radical investment” and denote it by y; • The investment for commercial and horizontal differentiation. It is called “incremental investment”. It is made by both OP1 and OP2 and denoted respectively by x1 and x2 . As we just said, the decision concerning investments is taken at “stage 1”, that is to say at the beginning of period 1, just after the decision of the regulator concerning unbundling or not unbundling the local loop. The subscriptions to OP i (i.e. its production level) are denoted qi ,t for the period t.



The consumers We assume that the consumers can be represented by their willingness to pay (i.e. their utility, denoted by s) for the basic broadband service (let say ADSL service). We assume that s is



uniformly distributed on



[0,u ] ,



with u > 0 . Each consumer has only one choice: to



subscribe or not to FTTH services. In order to simplify the notations, we normalize the size of the population by u, so that we can assume that population size is equal to u. Each of the two types of investments has an impact on the consumers’ willingness to pay for the basic broadband service. The willingness to pay, uis,t , for the service of operator i is defined as: •



For the period T1: uis,1 = s + β i xi + ∆ , where β i is a coefficient representing the ability of operator i to offer value-added services when making incremental investments and where ∆ is a constant representing the utility increase at period T1 due to radical investments;



•



For the period T2: uis,2 = s + βi xi + (1 + φi + ψ i β i xi ) ∆ , where φi and ψ i are constants: 1 + φi represents to the “pure effects” of radical investments at period T2 while ψ i



corresponds to the “complementarity effects” between incremental and radical investments. Note that in order to simplify the model, ∆ is independent of the level of radical investment (y). To find the inverse demand functions, let us denote by pi ,t the service price of operator i at period t. The consumer characterized by s will choose:



•



OP1 at period t if and only if u1,s t − p1,s t > Max ⎡⎣u2,s t − p2,s t ;0 ⎤⎦ ;



•



OP2 at period t if and only if u2,s t − p2,s t > Max ⎡⎣u1,s t − p1,s t ;0 ⎤⎦ ;



•



not to subscribe if and only if Max ⎣⎡u1,s t − p1,s t ; u2,s t − p2,s t ⎦⎤ < 0 .



Lemma 1: The total number of consumers at period t is Qt = q1,t + q2,t = u − Pt , where



Pt = pi ,t − ⎡⎣ β i xi + (1 + δ t ,2 (φi + ψ i β i xi ) ) ∆ ⎤⎦ , i ∈ {1, 2} is the “quality adjusted price”. Corollary 1: The inverse demand function of the operator i service at period t is



(



)



pi ,t = u + βi xi + (1 + δ t ,2 (φi + ψ i β i xi ) ) ∆ − Qt 1. Proof of Lemma 1 Assume prices



(p )



i ,t i∈{1,2}



are fixed and consider the marginal consumer, i.e. the consumer



for which u1,s t − p1,t = u2,s t − p2,t . We also have: 1



δi, j



is the Kronecker symbol ( δ i , j = 0 iff i = j , otherwise, δ i , j = 0 ).



u1,s t − p1,t = u2,s t − p2,t ⇔ s + β1 x1 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φ1 + ψ 1β1 x1 ) ) ∆ − p1,t = s + β 2 x2 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φ2 + ψ 2 β 2 x2 ) ) ∆ − p2,t ⇔ Pt = p1,t − ⎡⎣ β1 x1 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φ1 + ψ 1β1 x1 ) ) ∆ ⎤⎦ = p2,t − ⎡⎣ β 2 x2 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φ2 + ψ 2 β 2 x2 ) ) ∆ ⎤⎦



(1.1)



Since Pt is independent of s, all the consumers can be seen as marginal consumers, and we easily deduce: ui ,t − pi ,t > 0 ⇔ s > Pt , thus s being uniformly distributed on [ 0, u ] , Qt = u − Pt 2.



As we pointed out, uis,t − s , that represents the “potential” increase of the willingness to pay of the basic service is independent of the level of radical investment. However, this level is of course very important since it determines the number of possible subscriptions to FTTH, as described in Assumption 1. Assumption 1: OP1 decides the amount of radical investments in order to cover the demands



of OP1 and OP2 at period T2: y = θ ( q12 + q22 ) where θ is a constant. Consequently, the number of consumers at period T1 can not exceed the one in period T2: Q1 ≤ Q2 . Profit functions



Denoting Ri ,t and Ci ,t respectively the revenues and costs of operator i at period t, the profit can be simply written Π i ,t = Ri ,t − Ci ,t . Table 1 details the expressions of Ri ,t and Ci ,t . Table 1: Revenues and costs of OP1 and OP2



Revenues



Costs



R1,t = p1,t .q1,t + dt .q2,t



((



)



)



= u + β1 x1 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φi + ψ 1β1 x1 ) ) ∆ − Qt .q1,t + d t .q2,t R2,t = p2,t .q2,t



((



)



)



= u + β 2 x2 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φ2 + ψ 2 β 2 x2 ) ) ∆ − Qt .q2,t



C1,t = c.Qt + δ t ,1.



(λ x



1 1



2



+ µ y2 ) 2



C2,t = ( dt + cD ) .q2,t + δ t ,1.



λ2 x2 2 2



The unbundling price (interconnection) that OP2 has to pay to OP1 for each unbundled line at period t is denoted by dt . Parameter c is a constant that represents the marginal cost supported by OP1 for each consumer using its network. The total cost for OP1 is thus



2



In fact, Qt = ( u − Pt )



Qt = u − Pt .



Population size , and our normalization of population size yields u



c ( q1,t + q2,t ) = cQt . The average cost of unbundling the loop (“DSLAM” infrastructure for FTTH local loop…) is denoted by cD . In order to simplify the model, we assume that it is a constant.



λ1 x12 λ2 x2 2 µ y 2 2



,



2



,



2



are respectively the costs of incremental investments of OP1 and OP2 and



the cost of radical investment of OP1 where λ1 , λ2 , µ are constant parameters. The quadratic network investment is inspired from the one used by Foros [6] and Kotakorpi [7]. This means that the cost of increasing consumers’ utility through incremental investments is increasing faster than the increase of consumers’ utility. This also means that extending the FTTH network is costing always more. This assumption is consistent with the reality since covering high density population is easier than covering low density ones. We can also note that the cost of the investments is imputed on the period T1 while consumers’ willingness to pay for FTTH is higher at period T2. Welfare functions The welfare function is classically given by: Wt = CSt + PSt where CSt and PSt are respectively the consumer and the producers surplus at period t: u



CSt = ∫ ( s − Pt )ds = P



PSt =



∑Π



i∈{1,2}



Qt 2 2



i ,t



Other assumptions In order to have a consistent model, we must make the following additional assumptions. Assumption 2: The profits at period 2 must be positive ( Π i ,2 ≥ 0 , i ∈ {1, 2} ) otherwise the



producer prefers not to be active on the market at this period. The total profit of each operator on the two periods must be positive for a similar reason ( ∑ Π i ,t ≥ 0 , t ∈ {1, 2} ). i∈{1,2}



Assumption 3: at each period, OP1 must have a non-negative price cost margin on its sale of



interconnection to OP2. That is to say: d1 ≥ c +



Indeed:



µθ 2 q12 q22 + q22 2 2



q21



and d 2 ≥ c .



•



At period T1, the Shapley value3 allocates to OP2 activity the following part of radical 2 investments costs: µθ ⎡⎣q 22 2 + q12 q22 ⎤⎦ . The profit of OP1 generated by the activity of OP2 2



⎡ ⎤ µθ 2 is thus ⎢ d1 − c − q12 q22 + q22 2 ) ⎥ q21 . It must be positive; ( 2 ⎣ ⎦



•



At period T2, The profit of OP1 generated by the activity of OP2 is ( d 2 − c ) q22 . It must also be positive.



Summary of the equations and constraints



(



)



pi ,t = u + βi xi + (1 + δ t ,2 (φi + ψ i β i xi ) ) ∆ − Qt



(1.2)



Qt = q1,t + q2,t = u − Pt



(1.3)



Pt = pi ,t − ⎡⎣ β i xi + (1 + δ t ,2 (φi + ψ i β i xi ) ) ∆ ⎤⎦



(1.4)



((



)



)



Π1,t = u + β1 x1 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φi + ψ 1β1 x1 ) ) ∆ − Qt .q1,t + dt .q2,t



(



2 ⎡ λ1 x12 + µθ 2 ( q12 + q22 ) ⎢ - c.Qt + δ t ,1. ⎢ 2 ⎣⎢



) ⎤⎥ ⎥ ⎦⎥



(1.5)



⎡ λ x 2⎤ Π 2,t = u + β 2 x2 + (1 + δ t ,2 (φ2 + ψ 2 β 2 x2 ) ) ∆ − Qt .q2,t − ⎢( dt + cD ) .q2,t + δ t ,1. 2 2 ⎥ 2 ⎦ ⎣



(1.6)



y = θ ( q12 + q22 )



(1.7)



((



Wt = CSt + PSt



3



)



(1.8)



CSt =



Qt 2 2



)



(1.9)



PSt =



∑Π



i∈{1,2}



i ,t



(1.10)



We decided to choose the Shapley value allocation since it corresponds well to accountability procedures.



Denoting C ( q12 , q22 ) the total cost for OP1 due to the activity at period T2 (independent from the one of period T1), we derive from the theory that Shapley Value is equal to: 1 1 ⎡ ⎡C ( q12 , q22 ) − C ( q12 , 0 ) ⎤⎦ + ⎡⎣C ( 0, q22 ) − C ( 0, 0 ) ⎤⎦ ⎤⎦ + C ( 0, 0 ) . 2 ⎣⎣ 2



Under the constraints: ∀i, t ∈ {1, 2}



2



qi ,t ≥ 0



xi ≥ 0



Π i ,2 ≥ 0



∑Π



i∈{1,2}



i ,t



≥0



Q1 ≤ Q2 d1 ≥ c +



µθ 2 q12 q22 + q22 2 2



q21



and d 2 ≥ c



3- Results For our analysis, we compare on the one hand the case in which NRA regulates unbundling access price (R), and, on the other hand, the case in which NRA does not regulate it (NR).



Resolution of the model equations and simulations The model is solved through backward induction, as indicated in Table 2.



Stage 5



Table 2: The backward induction stages. Regulation (R) No regulation (NR) Stage 5



Max Π i ,2 ( xi , q12 , q22 , d 2 )



Max Π i ,2 ( xi , q12 , q22 , d 2 )



From the equations system



From the equations system



qi ,2 = qi ,2 ( xi , q j ≠ i ,2 , d 2 ) , we derive:



qi ,2 = qi ,2 ( xi , q j ≠ i ,2 , d 2 ) , we derive:



qi ,2 = qi ,2 ( x1 , x2 , d 2 ) .



qi ,2 = qi ,2 ( x1 , x2 , d 2 ) .



Stage 4



Stage 4



MaxW2 ( q12 , q22 , x1 , x2 , d 2 ) ≡ W2 ( x1 , x2 , d 2 )



Max Π i ,2 ( x1 , x2 , d 2 )



We derive d 2 = d 2 ( x1 , x2 ) .



We derive d 2 = d 2 ( x1 , x2 ) .



Stage 3



Stage 3



⎧⎪Π i ,1 ( xi , q11 , q21 , q12 , q22 , d1 ) From the Max ⎨ qi ,1 ⎪⎩ ≡ Π i ,1 ( x1 , x2 , q11 , q21 , d1 )



⎧⎪Π i ,1 ( xi , q11 , q21 , q12 , q22 , d1 ) From the Max ⎨ qi ,1 ⎪⎩ ≡ Π i ,1 ( x1 , x2 , q11 , q21 , d1 )



equations system qi ,1 = qi ,1 ( x1 , x2 , q j ≠i ,1 , d1 ) ,



equations system qi ,1 = qi ,1 ( x1 , x2 , q j ≠i ,1 , d1 ) ,



we derive: qi ,1 = qi ,1 ( x1 , x2 , d1 ) .



we derive: qi ,1 = qi ,1 ( x1 , x2 , d1 ) .



Stage 2



Stage 2



MaxW1 ( q1,1 , q2,1 , x1 , x2 , d1 ) ≡ W2 ( x1 , x2 , d1 )



⎧⎪Π i ,1 ( xi , q11 , q21 , q12 , q22 , d1 ) Max ⎨ qi ,1 ⎪⎩ ≡ Π i ,1 ( x1 , x2 , d1 )



qi ,2



d2



d1



We derive d1 = ( x1 , x2 ) .



qi ,2



qi ,2



We derive d1 = ( x1 , x2 ) .



Stage 1



Stage 1



Max Π i ,1 + Π i ,2 ≡ f ( x1 , x2 )



Max Π i ,1 + Π i ,2 ≡ f ( x1 , x2 )



We derive ( x1 , x2 ) .



We derive ( x1 , x2 ) .



x1 , x2



x1 , x2



The calculus, made with Maple, would be too long to detail here and need simulations to be interpreted. Note that, for the resolution, we decided not to take into account the constraints for finding the expressions of the endogenous variables. Then, given a set of parameters, we check if the solution matches the constraints. Otherwise, we search for corner solutions (which means finding the new appropriate expressions of the endogenous variables when one or many constraints are saturated).



Simulations We chose a set of parameters following a few rules, in order to be consistent with the reality: •



cD >> c since unbundling needs investments while the variable cost of producing the service, once paid the unbundling costs, is quite low;



•



β1 ≈ β 2 , λ1 ≈ λ2 , φ1 ≈ φ2 , ψ 1 ≈ ψ 2 since the respective efficiencies of OP1 and OP2



•



should not be too different if we want the model to be realistic; We find a set of parameters for which, at list in the case of unbundling access price regulation (R), both the operators are active on both the periods.



In this article, we illustrate our approach using the following typical values:



β1 = 1



φ1 = 2



λ1 = 1875



ψ1 = 2



β2 = 1



φ2 = 2



λ2 = 1875



ψ2 = 2



u=4



∆=2



µ =8



c = 0.05



cD = 0.3



θ = 0.3



This case has also been chosen for three reasons: •



•



•



First, it corresponds to the case in which CS1R + CS2R = CS1NR + CS2NR . That means that the regulator is indifferent between regulating or not regulating the FTTH local loop unbundling prices if its criterion is the consumer surplus; Second, the unregulated case is characterized by foreclosure: OP2 prefers not to be active on the market (neither at the first, nor at the second period), while it would prefer to be active in the case of regulation. This case is very interesting for us since it matches quite well the traditional fear for foreclosure of NRAs; Third, in the regulated case (R), the optimal unbundling access prices at periods T1 and T2 ( d1 , d 2 ) yields to the corner solutions, that is to say access prices are cost-oriented (in Assumption 3, we have equalities instead of inequalities).



The following graphs illustrate the behavior of our model with marginal variations of the parameters. Total welfare The first results concern the comparison between total welfare in the not regulated and in the



regulated cases. Graph 1 and Graph 2 show how ⎡⎣W1NR + W2NR ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣W1R + W2R ⎤⎦ varies when the value of a parameter varies around its initial value. When the value of the function is positive, it means that the unregulated case (NR) is better than the regulated case (R), otherwise, the R case should be preferred by the regulator.



Looking at the variations of cost parameters (Graph 1), it is clear that the NR case is always better than the R case. When µ and c increase (Graph 1-a & b), the relative advantage of NR compared to R case decreases. The explanation is quite simple: the activity of both operators decreases as the cost increases, reducing the difference between NR and R cases. If µ increases more than a given value (14, here), OP2 prefers to stop its activity and then if it increases a little more again, neither OP1 nor OP2 are active. When cD increases (Graph 1-c), the situation is always more favorable to the NR case, because cD is interfering as an “exogenous foreclosure parameter”: if it is too high, OP2 stops its activity and OP1 is a monopoly, like in the NR case. Note that when the parameter is higher than a given value (2, here), the unbundling access price at period T2 must be higher than the average cost that OP2 induces on OP1. Finally, as we could expect, the NR case becomes less efficient than the R case when OP1 becomes less efficient ( λ1 increases) and when OP2 becomes more efficient ( λ2 decreases). See Graph 1-d & e. From the variations of efficiency parameters (Graph 1), it is also clear that the NR case is always better than the R case, except in three cases. Indeed, the analogous natural conclusions can be derived from the variations of the efficiency parameters (Graph 2): when OP1 becomes more efficient (or when OP2 becomes less efficient) in increasing consumers’ utility, the situation is always more favorable to the NR case. The NR choice appears to be the best one except: •



if φ1 is low (less than 0.9, here) or if φ2 is very high (more than 4.5, here), i.e. if, independently of incremental investments, OP1 is not providing enough utility increase to consumers at period T2 or if OP2 is very good in providing utility increase to consumers at period T2;



•



if ψ 1 is lower than a given value (0.9, here), as we can note in Graph 2-d.



In those cases, the regulator should choose to regulate the unbundling access price. Finally, note that when the elementary increase of consumer’s utility due “directly” to radical investments (i.e. ∆ - Graph 2-a) becomes higher, the difference between NR and R cases becomes more favorable to the first one again.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



(e)



Graph 1: Impact of the variation of cost parameters on the difference between total welfare in NR and R cases ( ⎡⎣W1NR + W2NR ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣W1R + W2R ⎤⎦ ).



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



(e)



(f)



(g)



Graph 2: Impact of the variation of efficiency parameters on the difference between total welfare in NR and R cases ( ⎡⎣W1NR + W2NR ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣W1R + W2R ⎤⎦ ).



Consumer surplus If the regulator prefers to decide whether it regulates or not the FTTH local loop unbundling, it must look at the difference between the consumer surplus in the NR case and the consumer



surplus in the R case. Graph 3 and Graph 4 show how ⎡⎣CS1NR + CS2NR ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣CS1R + CS2R ⎤⎦ vary when the value of a parameter varies around its initial value. The conclusions are analogous to the ones concerning the total welfare. However, since our set of parameters was set in order to have CS1R + CS2R = CS1NR + CS2NR , the variation of the parameters are quite interesting. The regulator should choose nor to regulate if: • the cost of building the new network is important (Graph 3-a), • the marginal cost of OP1 or the unbundling marginal cost are high (Graph 3-b & c), • OP1 is too inefficient or OP2 very efficient (Graph 3-d & e, Graph 4-b to g), • the increasing value of consumers utility expected from radical investments is high (Graph 4-a). Otherwise, it should choose to regulate. Summary and conclusions about the simulations Looking at both welfare and consumer surplus, the choice not to regulate the FTTH local loop access appears the most relevant one for at least two reasons. Firstly, the total welfare is always favorable to that choice, except if OP1 is significantly less efficient than OP2 for providing utility increases to the consumers. In fact, NR case appears to favor radical investments while R case favors incremental investment. Secondly, even for the consumer surplus criterion, it is not obvious that regulation is the best solution. If it appears to be the case when OP2 is more efficient than OP1, this efficiency depends on many parameters that could play opposite roles since OP2 could be more or less efficient looking at one efficiency parameter but not for another one. Moreover, even if consumer surplus can be greater when OP2 is indisputably more efficient, choosing to regulate unbundling access price reduce the welfare and thus the profit of OP1 than could be re-invested in the sector or in the economy. This “short term” gain of consumer surplus could thus have a negative impact on the longer term one.
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Graph 3: Impact of the variation of cost parameters on the difference between total welfare in NR and R cases ( ⎡⎣CS1NR + CS2NR ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣CS1R + CS2R ⎤⎦ ).
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Graph 4: Impact of the variation of efficiency parameters on the difference between total welfare in NR and R cases ( ⎡⎣CS1NR + CS2NR ⎤⎦ − ⎡⎣CS1R + CS2R ⎤⎦ ).



4- Discussion and conclusion The model proposed in this article is an attempt to capture key aspects concerning the investments in the FTTH network, and more generally, in new telecommunications networks. It aims at helping the regulator to choose between the alternative of regulating or not the FTTH local loop. This simple framework relies on two main characteristics. We first distinguish two types of complementary investments: incremental ones (commercial investments, horizontal differentiation…) and radical ones (news infrastructures, new services, R&D…). Secondly, we consider that the effects of these investments are different in the short and in the long term. This dynamic aspect is indeed a key element that the regulators should take into account. We derive from simulations that regulating the FTTH unbundling access price can be counterproductive not only from the total welfare point of view but also from the consumer surplus one. The absence of traditional unbundling regulation thus seems to be a better option. Of course, this research should be deepen before drawing definitive conclusions. The model should first be studied with other sets of relevant parameters, in order to check how robust our deductions are. Among the possible research perspectives, we should introduce a club effect in consumers’ utility function. It could also be relevant to capture other aspects of the FTTH investment problem: the timing problem (when should an operator invest?) seems to be an important one, the various operators and the regulator could have different points of view on the expected effects of FTTH at period T2. We could also imagine to assess the impact of two different operators investing in FTTH facing operators that do not invest, or the possibility of making incremental investments at both period T1 and T2. In another direction, the probable reaction of telecommunications operators providing services through other technology should also be taken into account. But, intuitively, most of these directions seem to confirm our conclusion. We should also complete our model with other periods, in order to capture the possible interest of regulating FTTH local loop after a period of time (i.e. after T1 and T2), especially if the investor, protected by foreclosure in the not regulated case, decides to innovate less than its competitors. Finally, we could consider the opportunity of other kinds of regulation that the traditional one: we could consider other scenarii of unbundling access pricing (ex. the regulator fixing the access price at period T1 for both the periods, maximizing the total welfare of the two periods). A more unusual approach, but maybe the most interesting one, could consist in building a contract between regulators and investors that would guarantee no regulation of unbundling access price (for at least a period of time) provided that a contractual part of OP1 profits due to the absence of access price regulation is re-invested in radical investments, i.e. in infrastructure extension. Such an approach could be called an “industrial policy” approach of regulation. References [1] P. Baake, U. Kamecke, C. Wey, “A regulatory Framework for New Emerging Markets”, Communications and Strategies, n°60, 4th quarter, 2005, 123-136. [2] M. Bourreau, P. Dogan "Unbundling the local loop", European Economic Review, vol.49, pp.173-199, 2005.
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